If you suspect one or more oak trees of being infected with the oak wilt pathogen and you wish to
submit a sample for analysis, please include the following information:
Host tree(s) showing symptoms (genus and species or full common name(s): ________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
If unknown, please indicate one of the following:
___The tree(s) is (are) in the red oak family (leaves typically have pointed lobes)
___The tree(s) is (are) in the white oak family (leaves typically have rounded lobes)
___More than one tree is showing symptoms, and trees may not be the same species
The number of trees showing symptoms near sample collection area:
___1

___2 to 5

___6 or more

___too many to estimate

What date did you collect your sample (MM/DD/YY)?: _____________

When did symptoms first appear?

How many samples are you submitting from this site? _____________

Date (even if approximate):

Please provide unique identification for samples coming from different trees:

___________________________________

1.__________________________ 2._____________________________
3.__________________________ 4._____________________________

Observable Signs & Symptoms:
___Cracks in bark

Physical address or location of symptomatic trees:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
GPS Coordinates, if known: __________________________________________

___Dieback
___Leaf distortion/cupping/curling
___Marginal leaf scorch (browning)
___Shedding/thinning
___Vascular discoloration/streaking

Please provide your complete contact information in case we need to contact
you with further questions, or if we need to send someone to help collect a
suitable sample for testing:
Name: ___________________________________________________________

___Wilting
___Yellowing
___Other:_____________________________

Address (if different from above):_____________________________________

Symptoms Distribution on Plant:

________________________________________________________________

___Lower branches

Home Phone: (_____)______________ Cell Phone: (_____)_________________

___Upper branches

Email address(es): _________________________________________________

___Scattered branches

Please include the contact information of your referring agent (CCE Agent,
Consultant, Arborist), if applicable:
Name: ___________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________

___Entire tree(s)
___Varies by tree
___Other:_____________________________

________________________________________________________________

Other Comments?
_____________________________________

Home Phone: (_____)______________ Cell Phone: (_____)_________________

_____________________________________

Email address(es): _________________________________________________
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